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As we go to the death of a proud father. Pablo Picasso and George Braque founded cubism in the early 20th
century in Paris. Firstly, I am going to write about cubist artist, Pablo Picasso. I then went to Madrid and saw
this vast painting in the Rene Sofia Museum. It was painted in  Richardson, John. He learns to emphasize his
viewpoints of the world through geometry, lively utilization of colors, and somehow calculated perspectives.
We are lucky to have brilliant artist who had the ability to shape the history of mankind. Pablo Picasso
although mostly a cubist artist also indulged himself in the work of surrealism, at times combining both into
one beautiful piece of work. I have tried to find a source of their motivation and reason for their
interpretations. When he was only 16, Picasso had his own studio and had already mastered realistic
technique, and did not have much use for school. It was a lifetime fill with new discoveries and advancement.
Zervos, Christian. Picasso who admired the vitality and power in African American sculpture started sharing
his ideas and influences with Braque, which caused them to chase an investigation that lead them to the
creation of cubism. One of the most important figures in modern art is Pablo Picasso. He is a Spanish born
artist who eventually moved to France in where he the rest of his life. He joined a number of other young
artists, authors and architects that took the direction of contemporary art in their work. By century to century
there has been many creative persons like writer, artist, composer who contributed to development in the all
creative fields If we are howling,â€¦â€¦ [Read More] Bibliography: 1. Although working at the ballet, Picasso
kept working on his cubist technique. The Family of Saltimbanques was original made in Paris, France.


